We review recent advances in understanding the universal scaling properties of non-equilibrium phase transitions in non-ergodic disordered systems. We discuss dynamical critical points (also known as eigenstate phase transitions) between different many-body localized (MBL) phases, and between MBL and thermal phases.
I. INTRODUCTION
The notion of universality underpins much of our understanding of the emergent collective behavior of complex systems. The renormalization group gives a quantitative explanation for why apparently very different systems exhibit identical scaling properties at phase transitions, and has allowed the identification of distinct transition universality classes, each characterized by a specific set of scaling functions and scaling exponents. One lesson from these considerations is that dynamics and thermodynamics at equilibrium zero-temperature quantum critical points are intertwined, in that energy scales entering the thermodynamics determine time scales that enter the dynamics of the critical fluctuations [1, 2] . This has spurred investigation of transport properties at quantum critical points, which typically lack a convenient quasiparticle description [2] . For equilibrium systems, the quantum dynamics and thermodynamics are only intertwined at zero temperature: finite-temperature transitions are inherently classical, with quantum fluctuations cut off at frequencies below the scale of the transition temperature.
Far less is known, in comparison, about quantum phase transitions in systems far from equilibrium. One reason is that for the electronic systems relevant to solid-state physics, the elastic phonon modes of the host crystal usually serve as a "heat bath" that can exchange energy with the system, allowing it to come to thermal equilibrium. However, with the advent of techniques to cool and trap large collections of atoms, ions, or molecules in isolation, there are now several situations of experimental interest where the only route to equilibrium is intrinsic, i.e. through interactions between different components within the system itself. Isolated quantum systems exhibit unitary dynamics and are hence completely deterministic in that each eigenstate simply evolves with a phase set by its energy. The overlap of an initial configuration with any eigenstate is then a constant of motion. We may still apply equilibrium statistical mechanics to such systems if they satisfy the eigenstate thermalization hypothesis (ETH) [3, 4] (discussed in detail in other reviews in this volume.) In essence, ETH is a set of conditions on individual eigenstates and on matrix elements of local operators such that an isolated quantum system is able to self-thermalize. Sub-regions of systems obeying ETH that are small compared to the total system size display behavior expected of an ergodic system coupled to a bath at a temperature set by their initial energy density. When ETH holds, the familiar tenets of statistical mechanics apply despite the absence of an external heat bath. Thus, the quantum statistical mechanics and associated phase structure of isolated systems that obey ETH obey familiar equilibrium principles.
As a counterpoint, ETH may fail to hold if a system is unable to serve as its own heat bath, and instead remains fundamentally out of equilibrium, such that the constraints and expectations of equilibrium statistical mechanics need not apply. ETH is violated, for example, by quantum integrable systems (e.g. those that satisfy the Bethe ansatz). Such systems reach a generalized equilibrium constrained by an extensive set of conserved quantities, but arbitrary weak perturbations destroy these conservation laws and restore ergodicity [5] [6] [7] [8] . We will not discuss such integrable models, but instead focus on more generic ergodicity breaking due to strong disorder that localizes excitations [9] that would ordinarily transport heat to establish thermal equilibrium. Such many-body localized (MBL) systems [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] correspond to a different notion of integrability (see [16] [17] [18] for recent reviews), where conserved quantities are restricted (with exponential accuracy) to finite regions of space [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] .
The breakdown of ETH in MBL systems admits many new possibilities, including robust universality classes or "phases" of non-equilibrium dynamics, separated by non-ergodic phase transitions [15, [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . In this review, we focus on phase transitions between different types of MBL phases and between MBL phases and ergodic phases, i.e. those that obey ETH. These transitions persist even up to infinite effective temperature, and are manifested in sharp changes of dynamics and the structure of highly excited eigenstates. These features arXiv:1610.03078v2 [cond-mat.dis-nn] 27 Apr 2017 make eigenstate phase transitions distinct from equilibrium transitions.
MBL phases thus show generic violations of ETH, i.e. they constitute stable phases of matter in isolated systems, that violate ergodicity. It is for this reason that MBL systems are a natural starting point to consider universal phenomena in highly excited states. In the balance of this introduction, we set the stage for this study by introducing some basic ideas that will be useful in the subsequent sections.
A. "Infinite Temperature"
We specialize to isolated systems on a lattice with a bounded on-site Hilbert space (e.g. spins, fermions, or hard-core bosons) and a local Hamiltonian H, considered in isolation. For such systems, the many-body spectrum is itself bounded; also, the extremal energy states will have very low multiplicity Ω (since H and −H are local, they have a finite number of ground states). Therefore, the entropy S(E) = − log Ω(E) is peaked for energy E near the middle of the many-body spectrum. Textbook statistical mechanics tells us that, were the system to reach thermal equilibrium at energy E, its microcanonical temperature would satisfy T mc = ∂S ∂E −1 , which indicates that T mc → ∞ for maximal entropy states. Note that T mc = 0 corresponds to finite energy density, not just finite energy -i.e., to states with an extensive number of excitations on top of the many-body ground state. We will use the terms 'infinite temperature', 'highly excited states', 'near the middle of the many-body spectrum' and 'finite energy density' more or less interchangeably. We focus on these states, since their properties are sharply distinct from those of states near the extreme ends of the spectrum, which can be characterized in terms of ground states dressed with a small (sub-extensive) number of excitations. For ETH systems, these highly excited states will be behave similarly to classical thermal states: they will exhibit rapid decay of non-thermal (quantum) correlations and quantum coherence will be washed out by thermal fluctuations. In contrast, highly excited MBL states are structurally similar to quantum ground states; this is most readily understood by quantifying their entanglement, as we now discuss.
B. Eigenstate Entanglement
Entanglement permits an elegant characterization of the phases of quantum matter (see e.g. [31] for a recent review). Consider a pure state |ψ of a system S and consider a subsystem A ⊂ S; we will restrict our attention to subregions that are convex, simply connected and have linear dimension r, and such that there are more degrees of freedom outside of A than in it. We can construct the reduced density matrix for A in the state |ψ , ρ ψ A = TrĀρ ψ whereρ ψ ≡ |ψ ψ|, by tracing over degrees of freedom inĀ = S −A. The central quantity of interest is the entanglement entropy of subsystem A in the state |ψ , defined as the von Neumann entropy ofρ ψ A , density matrix,
(1)
For a system with a bounded local Hilbert space, the scaling of entanglement entropy with the size of a subregion is bounded by its volume. A state chosen at random from the many-body Hilbert space exhibits such "volume-law" scaling [32] . However, the ground states of local Hamiltonians do not show such volume-law scaling, as these are atypical states very different from random states in the Hilbert space. For ground states of gapped phases, there is abundant evidence (and a proof in d = 1 [33] ) that the entanglement obeys an area law,
Roughly speaking, entanglement is 'local' (at least for Hamiltonians with local interactions) and so if the correlations decay exponentially with distance as in a gapped phase, only degrees of freedom near the 'entanglement cut' contribute to the entanglement between A andĀ. Different scaling appears in critical ground states of d = 1 Hamiltonians tuned to a phase transition between gapped phases, where the system has a vanishing correlation length and gapless excitations. At such critical points, the long-wavelength, low-energy effective description is usually a conformal field theory (CFT), characterized by the central charge c. A classic result [34, 35] shows that the entanglement entropy of a CFT scales logarithmically,
for any small subsystem of length r, again lower than the random-state volume law. There also exist critical phases (e.g., Luttinger liquids) in d = 1 that are described by CFTs and hence their entanglement also follows (3) . Similar logarithmic scaling is also expected at "infinite randomness" fixed points of strongly-disordered systems [36] . So, whether gapped or critical, ground states of clean or disordered d = 1 systems are usually "low-entangled" compared to typical states in the Hilbert space. We now compare this with the behavior at finite energy density. Highly excited states that obey ETH show volume law scaling: ifĀ is a heat bath for A,ρ ψ A must be a thermal density matrix. In other words,ρ
is the canonical density matrix at a temperature β determined by the requirement ψ|H|ψ = Tr S He
−βH
Tr S e −βH . It immediately follows that a highly excited state satisfying ETH has volume-law entanglement: the entanglement entropy coincides with the thermal entropy, which is extensive if |Ψ is at finite energy density. So, finite energy density states satisfying ETH look very different from quantum ground states; this is in line with the intuition that they do not exhibit quantum order, but instead represent thermal phases.
Let us now turn to the entanglement in MBL systems. Since in the noninteracting case the many-body eigenstates are simple Slater determinants of single-particle states, it is not too difficult to argue that every state in an Anderson insulator exhibits area-law entanglement. (The proof proceeds by using the relation between entanglement and correlation functions for free fermions.) This area-law behavior persists even when interactions are included, as long as the system remains localized [15, 19] . In a system where every eigenstate is MBL, the entire spectrum consists of area-law entangled states. (This can even be taken as a definition of MBL [15] .)
MBL systems thus exhibit a maximal discrepancy between their eigenstate temperature T es = 0 (defined through the volume-law coefficient in the entanglement entropy) and their microcanonical temperature T mc = ∞. The sub-volume-law entanglement of such eigenstates makes them in a sense analogous to quantum ground states, and therefore we can attempt to categorize their properties in a similar manner. Indeed, we will see that there are close parallels to be drawn between the behavior of quantum ground states of strongly disordered spin chains, and the structure of highly excited states of the same systems.
C. Global Eigenstate Phase Diagram
With these preliminaries, we are ready to sketch a global eigenstate phase diagram ( Fig. 1 ) that highlights key aspects of this review. Our generic scenario is a system that in the clean limit has a ground-state ordering transition at T = 0, that is destroyed by thermal fluctuations for T > 0. We assume that this transition is tuned by a "field" term and consider the phase diagram as a function of this field and the strength of quenched disorder. A convenient d = 1 example with these properties is given by the random ('transverse-field') Hamiltonian:
Here, the couplings are all random positive numbers. We denote the overall strength of disorder by W , though the individual J, h, J distributions may have differing widths. For J = 0, (5) can be mapped via a JordanWigner transformation onto a p-wave superconductor of non-interacting spinless fermions (also known as the 'Kitaev chain'). Under this map, the J = 0 term is an quartic interaction term that destroys the free-fermion integrability (with a special form chosen to retain the convenient property of self duality between spins and domain walls). First we consider the clean case (J i = J, h i = h and J i = J ). For J h, the ground state is a brokensymmetry state with a pair of degenerate ground states (corresponding, in the dual fermionic language, to the states with Majorana end states), whereas for J h, it is in a paramagnetic phase with a unique ground state (corresponding to no Majorana end states in the fermionic chain). Each of these states is gapped and exhibits area law entanglement (i.e., S A ∼ const as we are in d = 1) and the critical point between is gapless, described by the free Majorana conformal field theory with central charge c = 1 2 , so that S A ∼ 1 6 ln r at the critical point. At T > 0, we must consider not just the ground state, but also excitations. In the spin language, the excitations are domain walls; owing to translational invariance in the clean limit, the domain walls are mobile, and can freely move across the sample, destroying the order. (In the Majorana language, this corresponds to tunneling between the end states, lifting the degeneracy.) So, the Ising model does not have a finite-temperature phase transition in the clean case: the excited states evolve smoothly as we tune h/J. The fact that the transition is destroyed for T > 0 means that in the clean limit of J/W → ∞ at for T → ∞, there is a single phase; for all the models we study, this phase is either ergodic (satisfies ETH) or can be rendered so by weak perturbations.
The case of random couplings is much richer. In the presence of strong disorder, the system can enter an MBL phase; since statistical mechanics breaks down, we must revisit the issue of whether it can have two distinct phases. If the excitations (domain walls) responsible for the thermal destruction of order are themselves many-body-localized then the transition can survive in this MBL regime -a phenomenon termed 'localizationprotected order' [25] (see also [15, [26] [27] [28] [29] ). To study this possibility for (5) , it is convenient to first set J = 0 and work in the fermionic language. Then, we have a model of free fermions, and it is not too hard to show that the tunneling processes that lift the Majorana end-mode de-generacy in the topological phase (log J i log h i ) are actually ineffective, due to the fact that the tunneling 'particle' is localized. So we would expect a transition between a phase with Majorana modes to one without, even at finite energy density (it is straightforward to check that in that case, all eigenstates have Majorana edge modes). This picture is stable to turning on J , which induces a weak interaction in the fermion language. In this case, it turns out that we may preserve a notion of order, in the limit of strong quenched disorder in the couplings. Mapping back to the spin language, this corresponds to 'spin glass order', in which σ z i σ z j has a nonzero expectation value even for |i − j| → ∞, though the sign fluctuates with i − j since the spins are 'frozen' into some configuration (unlike a ferromagnet, they do not all point up). So an MBL spin glass phase is possible, at least from this thought experiment, even for a 'generic' model. This will have area law entanglement, since there is a length scale beyond which no spins are entangled (in the fermion language this follows because the single-particle states are localized, and the localization length remains finite even for J = 0). In the opposite limit of very strong transverse fields (log J i log h i ), the system is still many-body localized for strong enough disorder, but the spin-glass order is lost: this corresponds to an MBL paramagnet. Thus, in the limit of very strong randomness (J/W → 0) there can be a direct eigenstate transition (horizontal arrow) from the MBL paramagnet to the MBL spin glass, believed to be controlled by a T = ∞ infinite-randomness critical point, discussed in Sec. II. For weaker disorder there is an intervening sliver of thermal phase. At present it is uncertain if this sliver extends all the way to infinite disorder; in the latter case at strong disorder there is nevertheless a sharp crossover controlled by the infinite-randomness fixed point (see Sec. II D for a discussion). There is a direct transition from the ergodic phase to the MBL paramagnet, where eigenstate entanglement changes from area-to volume-law scaling. We discuss such many-body (de)localization transitions in Sec. III. We will not discuss the direct transition from the thermal phase to the spin-glass MBL phase in more detail in this review, but we simply note that it should be in the same universality class as the Thermal-MBL paramagnet transition using the self-duality of the Hamiltonian (5).
II. EIGENSTATE TRANSITIONS BETWEEN LOCALIZED PHASES
The universal properties of excited-state critical points (and critical phases) separating area-law entangled MBL phases can be efficiently captured by strong disorder real space renormalization group (RSRG) approaches [28, 29, 37, 38] . Our starting point is the well-established RSRG framework used to study zero-temperature antiferromagnetic random spin chains [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] . This approach iteratively builds a ground state by decimating strong couplings in the Hamiltonian before weaker ones, putting the spins involved in the strongest coupling in their local groundstate. In the example [42] of the Ising chain (5) (where we consider the noninteracting case J = 0 for the sake of simplicity), if the strongest coupling is a transverse field h i = Ω, we will first ignore the rest of the chain (since this largest coupling will be typically much larger than its neighbors) and put the spin i in the ground-
(|↑ i + |↓ i ) of the strong transverse field, and then deal with the rest of the chain perturbatively. Using second-order perturbation theory, one can readily show that quantum fluctuations induce an effective Ising coupling J eff ≈ J i−1 J i /Ω between the neighboring spins i − 1 and i + 1. If the strongest coupling happens to be an Ising coupling Ω = J i , the spins i and i + 1 are frozen in their local degenerate groundstate |↑↑ , |↓↓ forming a new effective spin (or ferromagnetic cluster). Virtual processes then induce a new effective transverse field h eff ≈ h i h i+1 /Ω acting on the cluster. This process can be iterated; weak interactions (J i = 0) can be shown to be irrelevant and hence do not change the resulting picture. The effective disorder strength grows without bound upon renormalization so that the resulting RSRG flows to infinite randomness [42, 43] and hence the approximations made become asymptotically exact -meaning that RSRG yields exact results for universal quantities such as critical exponents. This method has been applied successfully to study the low energy properties of a variety of antiferromagnetic spin chains, including the Heisenberg model whose ground RSRG groundstate is made of singlets over all length scales. Many infiniterandomness critical points in 1D have such "random singlet" groundstates. The groundstate of the Ising example above can be written as a random-singlet phase of Majorana fermions [45] : this suggests that thinking in terms of "anyons" (such as Majoranas) is a useful, unifying way to understand random singlet fixed points.
The RSRG approach must be generalized in order to target many-body excited states relevant to eigenstate (or dynamical) transitions between MBL phases. This can be done in a rather straightforward way by observing that at each step, it is possible to project the strong bond onto an excited-state manifold [28] . In the example of the Ising model, if the strongest coupling at a giving step is a transverse field h i > 0, we may choose to project the corresponding spin onto the excited state
, so that to locally maximize the energy. Similarly, spins involved in a strong Ising coupling J i can be put in the local degenerate excited states |↑↓ , |↓↑ instead of being aligned. Effective renormalized couplings can be computed as in the groundstate case, the only difference being that each time a strong coupling is decimated, we can either choose to minimize or maximize its corresponding energy. The resulting excitedstate RSRG (RSRG-X) iteratively resolves smaller and smaller energy gaps, corresponding to slow modes in the dynamics [29, 37] , and allows one to construct, in principle, all the many-body eigenstates of the system [28, 38] then compute the coupling of the fused spins with the remaining ones using perturbation theory. This procedure is most conveniently implemented using the graphical representation of the fusion procedure introduced above, and is especially transparent once one realizes that (S1) may be rewritten by inverting an F -move, so that the operatorQi,i+1 represents the exchange of the '1' anyon between sites i, i + 1 (indeed, this is how the form of H was originally inferred 6 .) The graphical depiction of the operatorQi,i+1 ( rewritten as an anyon exchange) is given in Fig. S4 . We first explain how to handle first-order decimations. Consider the case where two spins S1 and S2 fuse to a new e↵ective spin S; we wish to compute, for instance the e↵ective couplingJR between the spin SR on the right of S2 and S in terms of JR, the old coupling between SR and S2 (the results forJL in terms of JL are similar and so we do not show them explicitly.) The fusion of S1 and S2 is captured by the projection operatorP 12 S , and the corresponding renormalized coupling is given byP 12
S (see Fig. S5(a) ). By performing a (rather tedious) sequence of F -moves, we find that the coupling between the composite spin S and SR takes the formJRQSS R , with then compute the coupling of the fused spins with the remaining ones using perturbation theory. This procedure is most conveniently implemented using the graphical representation of the fusion procedure introduced above, and is especially transparent once one realizes that (S1) may be rewritten by inverting an F -move, so that the operatorQ i,i+1 represents the exchange of the '1' anyon between sites i, i + 1 (indeed, this is how the form of H was originally inferred 6 .) The graphical depiction of the operatorQ i,i+1 ( rewritten as an anyon exchange) is given in Fig. S4 . We first explain how to handle first-order decimations. Consider the case where two spins S 1 and S 2 fuse to a new e↵ective spin S; we wish to compute, for instance the e↵ective couplingJ R between the spin S R on the right of S 2 and S in terms of J R , the old coupling between S R and S 2 (the results forJ L in terms of J L are similar and so we do not show them explicitly.) The fusion of S 1 and S 2 is captured by the projection operatorP 12 S , and the corresponding renormalized coupling is given byP 12
S (see Fig. S5(a) ). By performing a (rather tedious) sequence of F -moves, we find that the coupling between the composite spin S and S R takes the formJ RQSSR , with (see also [46] [47] [48] [49] ). Just like its zero-temperature couterpart, we expect RSRG-X to be applicable to a broad family of random-bond quantum spin chains (including random-bond Ising, Potts and XXZ chains for example).
It is useful to think of RSRG-X as yielding a tree of possibilities as in Fig. 2c , corresponding to the energy of a state as a function of the number of RG steps (number of couplings decimated), where each node corresponds to a choice at a given step (either minimizing or maximizing the energy of the strongest coupling in the example of the Ising model), and each branch corresponds to a manybody eigenstate. The resulting "RG tree" can then be sampled numerically [28] by a Monte Carlo procedure to obtain physical properties, or analytically [38] by writing down flow equations for the properties of a typical eigenstate in the middle of the many-body spectrum, corresponding effectively to infinite temperature. Such typical "infinite temperature" eigenstates can be targeted by performing a random walk on the tree, in addition arbitrary energy eigenstates can be targeted analytically using a weighted random walk [50] .
A. Strong disorder fixed points as anyonic chains
An infinite family of fixed points of this excited-state RG can be conveniently formulated [38] in terms of disordered SU (2) k "anyon" chains [51, 52] . These can be intuitively thought of as deformations of the Heisenberg SU (2) chain where the number of irreducible representations (the largest value of the spin) has been truncated. Such anyon chains provide convenient lattice regularizations of the minimal models of conformal field theories for uniform couplings [52] , and the ground states of their disordered versions correspond [53] to the so-called DamleHuse infinite randomness fixed points [54] . Remarkably, the highly excited eigenstates of such 1D models also have quantum critical properties; however in general they are distinct from their equilibrium, zero temperature counterparts.
The general structure of the renormalization steps is as follows (Fig. 2a) . When a strong bond between the spins S 1 and S 2 is decimated, the energy levels of the corresponding local Hamiltonian are labelled by the fusion channels of S 1 ⊗ S 2 . For example, if S 1 = S 2 = 1 2 , there are two such channels 0 ⊕ 1, with different energies. If the strong bond spins fuse to a 'singlet' -a fusion channel e.g. S = 0, that only fuses trivially with other spins-then they drop out of future stages of the RG. Virtual excitations of this frozen singlet then mediate effective coupling between the neighboring spins. A second possibility is that the strong bond spins fuse to a new effective "superspin" (here S = 1) that continues to participate in later stages of the RG, interacting with its neighbors via renormalized couplings. For SU (2) k the list of possible spins (or anyons) is truncated at S = k/2, unlike ordinary SU (2) spins that can be arbitrarily large. More generally, this approach can in principle be generalized to any discrete symmetry group where the "spins" correspond to irreducible representations.
B. Infinite-Temperature Flow Equations and Scaling
A more detailed understanding of the strong disorder phase can be obtained by analyzing how the distributions of spins (or "anyons") and bond strengths evolve along the RG flow. For this purpose, it is convenient to define an energy scale Ω for the RG (we choose units in which Ω ≡ 1 at the start of the RG), corresponding to the largest coupling in the chain (for anyonic chains with finite k, decimating the largest local gap amounts to decimating the largest coupling at strong enough randomness). We work with logarithmic variables Γ = log 1 Ω and β i = log Ω |Ji| . Denoting the probability of having bond strength β at energy scale Γ by ρ Γ (β) and the spin distribution by P Γ (S), the coupled RG equations describing a typical eigenstate in the middle of the spectrum are given by [38] 
Here, K Γ (S) = S1,S2 =0,
δ S∈S1⊗S2 denotes the weighted probability of generating a residual superspin S with d S the quantum dimension of S (d 1 2 = 2 for an ordinary spin 1 2 for instance), and Π 0 (Γ) = K(0) + K(k/2) is the probability of generating a "singlet" that drops out of future steps of the RG. The first term in (6) simply maintains the normalization of the bond probability distribution. The second, bracketed term in (6) represents the probability that the strongly-bonded spins fuse to a singlet (∼ Π 0 ) or residual super-spin (∼ (1 − Π 0 ) ).
Even if we initially start with all physical spins being S i = 1 2 , the spin distribution quickly flows to its fixed point value
scaling is controlled by singlet decimations (and hence Π 0 at the fixed point) as these are the only ones that renormalize ρ Γ (β) towards strong disorder. From these expressions, we find that the typical distance between surviving spins increases as ∼ (Γ/Γ 0 ) 1/ψ with ψ = Π 0 /(1 + Π 0 ), implying glassy scaling between time (t ∼ Ω −1 ) and distance
where the exponent ψ can be computed exactly for any k from the value of Π 0 (for example, ψ = the Golden ratio). This scaling characterizes the infinite temperature dynamics of such random chains, and should apply to any typical eigenstate in the middle of the many-body spectrum -we do not exclude a set of measure zero of eigenstates that could show a different scaling behavior.
The resulting critical points (and as we will see below, critical phases) were dubbed "quantum critical glasses" (QCG) in Ref. [38] . RSRG-X predicts that the eigenstates of these random anyon chains (which include the Ising chain (5) for example) have a random singlet structure where the effective spins created upon renormalization can grow (like the effective spin one obtain by fusing two spins 1/2 for example), but are eventually paired in singlets of various ranges (Fig. 2b) . This implies that many of the quantum critical properties ordinarily associated to zero-temperature infinite-randomness groundstates now appear in highly excited states, near the middle of the spectrum. In particular, such QCG eigenstates are characterized by a non-thermal logarithmic scaling of the entanglement entropy (see also [55] )
as in d = 1 infinite randomness groundstates [36, 45, 56] . As ETH implies S A ∼ L in d = 1 , and MBL systems have area-law entanglement S A ∼ const, QCGs violate ergodicity but do so in a manner fundamentally distinct from MBL systems. Using eq. (8), they also show power-law average correlations and glassy scaling of the entanglement growth after a global quench [29, 37] . The universal properties of these QCG fixed points are generically distinct from their ground state equilibrium counterparts, and represent novel nonequilibrium critical phases of matter with universal features emerging at high energy density. Though this discussion focused on eigenstate properties, RSRG-X can also be formulated in a purely dynamical language [29] -and in particular, we expect that it could potentially be applied to describe dynamical transitions that cannot be described in terms of eigenstates [57] .
C. Perturbations and self-organized criticality
A natural perturbation of the critical points described above is to dimerize the couplings: generically one would expect to obtain two distinct MBL phases, characterized by the presence or absence of anyonic edge modes, in analogy with the Majorana chain. Remarkably, dimerization turns out to be an irrelevant perturbation for all anyonic chains (and the corresponding MBL phases turn out to be unstable and flow back to criticality) with the notable exception of Majorana (Ising) and related parafermionic chains. The most direct way to see this is to start from a perfectly dimerized limit of the S i = 1/2 chain (see Fig. 1 ) in the trivial phase where all eigenstates consist of decoupled anyonic excitations resulting from the fusion 1 2 ⊗ 1 2 = 0 ⊕ 1 on each strong dimerized bond. A generic excited state will have a finite density of 1s, and even slight perturbations away from perfect dimerization will induce virtual couplings between these (except in the Majorana case where 1 is a singlet), that crucially retain no information about the initial dimerization pattern. This new effective chain of spins 1 will either thermalize at weak disorder [58] , or form and QCG at strong enough disorder.
This implies that most of the fixed points described above are actually critical non-ergodic phases rather than critical points separating MBL phases. For antiferromagnetic chains this 'self-organized' criticality emerges only at high energy density, and provides another example of non-ergodic behavior distinct from MBL. Note that energy density is a relevant perturbation in the groundstate, so that the infinite temperature behavior described here is actually generic -the finite temperature crossover is universal and can also be addressed via strong disorder techniques [50] . The consequences for quantum spin chains beyond the Ising model (for which the phase diagram in Fig. 1 applies) and whether they can support stable non-ergodic critical phases remain interesting open questions.
This also implies that certain topological phases cannot be many-body localized, and instead flow to a QCG with critical behavior (or thermalize). In particular, only Majorana and parafermionic edge modes [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] can be protected by many-body localization at finite energy density [64] , whereas more complicated anyons required to realize universal topological quantum computation [65] generically exhibit critical behavior. More generally, a similar line of reasoning can be used to conclude that systems with non-abelian symmetries (discrete or continuous) cannot be many-body localized while preserving the symmetry [64] . For example, a system of charged particles with SU (2) spin symmetry cannot be many-body localized and will always eventually thermalize -potentially with an interesting pre-thermalization crossover if the spin bath has a small bandwidth [66] . This has dramatic consequences for the classification of symmetry protected topological phases (SPT) that can be protected at finite energy density using MBL [67, 68] , especially in the context of interacting Floquet topological phases [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] where MBL appears to be the only way to avoid heating to infinite temperature [74, 75] .
D. Remarks on stability and numerics
The stability of such QCG "phases" remains an important question: whereas RSRG-X flows to infinite randomness similarly to its T = 0 counterpart, it essentially assumes the existence of a non-ergodic phase by ignoring resonances that could lead to thermalization. When a strong coupling is diagonalized ("decimated") thereby resolving a large gap in the spectrum, the corresponding spin(s) is (are) frozen in a given state; RSRG-X assumes that there is no back action on the frozen spin(s) from weaker couplings that are decimated later on in the procedure. In that sense, RSRG-X is similar to more rigorous perturbative approaches [22] (see also [76] in this special issue), with the caveat that it ignores completely the possibility of long-range resonances that would lead to delocalization. Even though a formal proof of stability as in the MBL case [22] is currently unavailable, some arguments suggest that resonant processes ignored by RSRG-X become irrelevant near the infinite randomness fixed point [37, 77] . Though this stability issue is not settled, even if an argument such as that sketched in [78] holds, the infinite-randomness fixed point described by RSRG-X at worst accurately describes the dynamics up to all experimentally and numerically accessible scales even at moderate disorder. The latter point makes it clear that the stability issue will be very hard (if not impossible) to address using unbiased numerical techniques. In particular, for any finite system size, we emphasize that it is possible to choose disorder strong enough to avoid resonances and to make RSRG-X essentially exact. It would nevertheless be very interesting to improve RSRG-X to take into account long-range many-body resonances, incorporating some of the ideas we will discuss in the next section.
III. MANY-BODY (DE)LOCALIZATION TRANSITION
MBL and thermalization represent two sharply distinct dynamical scenarios for an isolated quantum system, and must be separated by a phase transition. Moving across this dynamical transition results in a sudden cessation of mechanisms that relax the system towards equilibrium, coinciding with a drastic rearrangement of the entanglement structure of eigenstates, from volume law to area law. Such many-body (de)localization transitions represent an entirely new class of critical phenomena outside the familiar paradigms of fully-thermal or fully-quantum phase transition. Apart from the inherent interest in understanding this new kind of criticality, developing a theory of the MBL transition can also shed light on precisely how ergodicity breaks down upon entering the MBL regime. It may also provide universal insights (e.g. scaling crossovers) into properties of the near-critical regimes of the MBL and thermal phases that straddle the transition.
Developing a theory of this transition, however, requires tackling a daunting combination of disorder, interactions, and non-equilbrium dynamics. Moreover, whereas numerical approaches like exact diagonalization (ED) [14, [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] and tensor network methods [84] [85] [86] [87] work well deep in the MBL phase, where the localization length shrinks to the order of the lattice spacing a, these methods are ill-equipped to describe the long length-and time-scale fluctuations that drive universal properties of the transition. The challenges that such small-scale numerical simulations face in capturing critical scaling properties can be readily seen in ED simulations of [83] on Heisenberg spin chains with strong random z-fields. These show an apparently continuous MBL transition characterized by a single diverging correlation length ξ ∼ |δW | −ν , where δW is the deviation of the disorder strength from its critical value; the numerically measured correlation length exponent is ν ED ≈ 1. However, this result violates the fundamental Harris/Chayes criterion [88] [89] [90] that dictates νd ≥ 2, where d is the dimensionality (d = 1 for spin chains), and hence cannot reflect the true critical scaling properties of the transition.
These shortcomings strongly suggest that fully microscopic simulations, which are inherently confined to small-system sizes of 10 − 20 spins due to the exponential complexity of solving quantum Hamiltonians, will not be sufficient to treat the MBL transition. Instead, theoretical progress can be made by synthesizing qualitative lessons from microscopic simulations, with physical intuition, to obtain approximate phenomenological theories of the MBL transition. As an example, the coarse-grained renormalization group approaches introduced in [77, 91] give a consistent description of scaling properties (see also [92] for a mean-field approach). While these approaches can be tested in various ways for consistency to build confidence in our picture of the tran-sition, they must inevitably make approximations whose validity cannot be checked by unbiased methods. Hence, in the end, experimental simulations on large-scale systems may provide the best hope for validating the theoretical understanding of the transition. Here, dramatic recent progress has been made in synthesizing large scale disordered cold-atoms systems to observe signatures of localization and thermalization [93] [94] [95] [96] [97] . At present these experiments remain somewhat limited as the moderate lifetime of the system has hampered the extraction of accurate scaling data. However, these early successes offer a promising starting point for more detailed exploration of the MBL transition in the laboratory.
Here we summarize the current consensus on the scaling theory of this transition. The aspects we discuss are supported by a combination of physical arguments, numerical simulations, and renormalization group approaches. We begin with general physical considerations on the physical mechanisms driving many-body delocalization and about the nature of the transition. We then sketch the general scaling structure of the 1D delocalization transition from fully-MBL to thermal phases, occurring at infinite effective temperature.
A. Physical picture of the transition
A rough criterion for localization
Though the following arguments extend to a wide class of systems, for concreteness, consider a 1D spin chain, with Hamiltonian:
, where h i ∈ [−W, W ] represents the disorder. To test for localization, let us compute the transition amplitude, Γ, for a system initialized in an S z product state |Ψ to tunnel into a different typical configuration |Ψ . For example, to go between two typical infinite-temperature spin configurations, we will need to flip ∼ O(L) spins. At strong disorder, each spin flip will be off-shell by an amount
, where x 0 ≈ (log W/J) −1 is roughly the single-particle localization length. At weak disorder, ETH gives the asymptotic form Γ ∼ 2 −L/2 , obtained essentially by assuming eigenstates are random superpositions of all typical spin configurations. Interpolating between these limits, we expect that Γ is generically exponentially small in the system size.
We can check whether such a typical macroscopic rearrangement of spins can occur resonantly by comparing Γ to the energy level spacing, δ, between typical many-body states. δ generically scales as the inverse of the Hilbert space dimension: δ ≈ Λ2 −L , where Λ is the many-body bandwidth; this in turn reflects the central-limiting behavior of the many-body density of states, Λ ∼ √ L. It is useful to examine the dimensionless ratio of these quantities, Figure 3 . Thermal or MBL? -Though the distinction is sharp only as system size L → ∞, comparing (a) the probability Γ to tunnel between typical product states, to (b) the many-body level spacing δ ∼ Λ2 −L , gives a rough criterion for whether the system is thermal (g = Γ/δ 1) or MBL (g 1).
that measures the degree to which transitions between different typical spin configurations are resonant. This 'resonance ratio' g, and close variants, serve as the basis for coarse-grained RG descriptions of the transition [77, 91] , and its critical scaling properties have also been explored in numerical studies [98] . For g 1 (strong disorder) the eigenstates are perturbatively close to unentangled product states, and are only weakly dressed by the many-body tunneling processes, representing MBL-like behavior. For g 1, states resonantly tunnel among all typical configurations, representing the ergodic behavior of thermal systems. This distinction becomes sharp in the limit of infinite system size, where g tends to either 0 or ∞, representing the MBL and thermal phases respectively.
Strong randomness
This line of reasoning suggests that the MBL transition occurs when g c ≈ 1. However, this simplistic consideration misses a crucial feature of the MBL transition: g is a random, fluctuating function of the disorder configuration. In fact, we can readily see that the fluctuations in g should be extremely strong. At an ordinary equilibrium phase transition, fluctuations in extensive quantities typical diverge as a power-law in system size, L. For example, the fluctuations of total spin S tot = i S z i at the 1d Ising transition scale as δS tot ≈ L 7/8 . In the present setting, the parameter g characterizes collective many-body resonances and is hence exponentially sensitive to extensive fluctuations. Hence, it is natural to expect that the usual algebraic critical fluctuations found at ordinary critical points are exponentially enhanced at the MBL transition. As a result, the MBL transition can be viewed as a strong-randomness phase transition: as the mean of g is ill-defined -being overwhelmed by its variance -we must instead think in terms of its full distribution.
On the face of it, such violent critical fluctuations seem daunting to contend with. However, as we have seen already in studying transitions between MBL phases strong r L 2r r = L Figure 4 . Thermal system near criticality. The thermalization parameter g is very inhomogeneous near the transition; for instance, an overall thermal (g 1), system of size L (red block of entangled spins) frequently can contain a large insulating region(s) (g 1, gray block of un-entangled spins), which are thermalized by smaller thermal sub-systems that flank it.
randomness can actually simplify analyses, for example enabling asymptotically exact renormalization group methods [42, 43] for random phase transitions. In the present case, the strong randomness in g suggests that we may think of our system as containing blocks of very thermal regions with g 1 and very insulating ones with g 1. However, due to the broad distribution of g, we are far less likely to be faced with the tricky situation of dealing with blocks with g ≈ 1 that are delicately poised between MBL and thermal. This simplifies our theoretical task, since the detailed asymptotic behavior of very-ETH and very-MBL systems are far better understood. These observations form the basis for RG treatments of the MBL transitions [77, 91] , and can be verified selfconsistently a posteriori.
Inhomogeneities, scale invariance, and rare thermalizing regions
We have so far characterized the full system by a single collective thermalization parameter, which is misleading. We can formally define g(A) for any sub-interval A of the spin-chain by "cutting" A out of the rest of the system, and computing its value of g. Given the strongly random distribution of g, we naturally expect that different subintervals cut from the same sample near criticality, have wildly different g(A).
This spatial inhomogeneity is crucial to obtaining a qualitatively correct picture of the transition. To see this consider the following question: suppose we have a system of length L, consisting of a length r locally thermal (g 1) cluster on each end, separated by a locally insulating segment of length L − 2r (see Fig. 4 ). How big do the thermal clusters need to be for the whole system to be thermal? The two end thermal clusters can interact by tunneling through the intervening MBL region with amplitude ∼ e −(L−2r)/x0 where x 0 is the localization length. If this interaction is larger than the joint level spacing on the two clusters: δ ∼ 2 −2r , then the two end-clusters will inter-resonate and form one big thermal cluster, which occurs if r > r * ≈ L 2(1+x0/ log 2) . Moreover, for r > r * , the big thermal cluster can act as a bath to thermalize all the intermediate localized spins. At the critical point, we expect the system to be just on the verge of being able to thermalize, i.e. to have two thermal clusters of size ≈ r * separated by a gap of L − 2r * .
In all known continuous phase transitions, the properties of the system at criticality exhibit a self-similar scaling structure: the coarse-grained properties of smaller constituent chunks of the system look statistically identical to the larger system (so long as all length scales are much greater than the lattice spacing). Hence, we expect that the thermal clusters of size r * are themselves made up of a few thermal clusters separated by a large locally MBL region, and so on. This strongly suggests that 1) unusually thermal regions are important for driving the transition, and 2) only a dilute fractal-like "backbone" of spins are responsible for the collective resonances driving thermalization [77, 99] , such that most of the spins in the system would not thermalize on their own, and 3) much of the system "looks" locally insulating (i.e. the local g is 1 for many smaller blocks), even right at the transition.
B. Scaling properties of the MBL transition
Armed with this qualitative picture of the physics of the collective many-body resonances that drive the MBL transition, we are now in position to discuss its scaling properties. We consider the conceptually simplest case of 1D and infinite effective temperature. Our focus will be on elements of consensus between unbiased microscopic numerics [14, [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] [85] [86] [87] and approximate coarsegrained RG methods [77, 91] , though we will also comment on some respective differences and shortcomings of these approaches.
Static (eigenstate) scaling properties
Both ED numerics and RG approaches predict that, upon weakening disorder, a 1D MBL glass melts directly into an incoherent thermal liquid via a continuous (second order) phase transition, governed by a single diverging length scale,
where ∆W = W − W c is the deviation of the disorder strength W from its critical value, W c , and ν is usually referred to as the correlation length exponent. Specifically, near the critical point, static (eigenstate) correlation functions measured at length scale r in a system of size L (for r, L a) scale as
where ∆ is the scaling dimension of the operator being measured, and f (x, y) is a universal function. Here, for reasons that will be made clear in Sec. III B 3 below, we have chosen to write the scaling function in such a way that the arguments have different signs in the MBL (x, y > 0) and thermal phases (x, y < 0) [100] . By performing finite-size collapse on entanglement entropy and other correlation functions, ED simulations measure a rather small ν ED ≈ 1. As mentioned above, this violates the fundamental scaling bounds due to Harris and Chayes, indicating that these simulations do not capture the true long-distance scaling properties. On the other hand, two distinct but related RG approaches [77, 91] can deal with much larger systems and many more disorder realizations, and predict a larger value consistent with the Harris-Chayes bounds: ν RG ≈ 3.2 − 3.5.
One general feature observed in both RG schemes, is that the destabilization of the MBL phase is primarily driven by rare, unusually large thermal clusters. This is manifest in the small probability for a finite-size critical system to be thermal in [77] , and the fact that scaling behavior is seen only in the average g (which weighs rare thermal regions exponentially strongly) and not in its typical value (which is not sensitive to rare events), in [91] . This validates the intuition from the previous section, that the critical delocalization is driven by a small fraction of atypically resonant thermal spins.
Critical dynamics and subdiffusion
As MBL is an inherently non-equilibrium dynamical phenomena, only dynamical measurements (e.g. quenching from an easily prepared initial state) are even in principle possible in experiments. What are the universal features of dynamics at the MBL transition?
From the arguments of Sec. III A 3, the picture of the critical point is one of locally thermal puddles linked by tunneling through large MBL regions that span a finite fraction of the system size. The time, τ (L), to thermalize a system of size L in such a scenario would scale roughly as the time to tunnel through the MBL region of size ∼ L, predicting exponentially slow thermalization dynamics at the MBL transition:
Contrasting this to ordinary critical points where length and time are linked via a finite dynamical exponent z, so that τ (L) ∼ L z , we see that the thermalization dynamics of critically (de)localized systems effectively have infinite dynamical exponent, z = ∞. Though this scaling looks superficially similar to the exponentially slow scaling of dephasing and entanglement growth in the MBL regime [79, [101] [102] [103] [104] , we emphasize that the latter is distinct: MBL systems do not equilibrate, have only virtual dephasing dynamics, and strictly zero long-distance transport of conserved quantities (e.g., energy or particles) In contrast, in the critical fan for L ξ there is non-zero, albeit exponentially slow, transport, and relaxation to equilibrium. The z = ∞ critical dynamics suggested by these simple arguments, is also observed in RG treatments [77, 91] ; evidence for this scaling was also found in TEBD studies [98] . We would next like to understand precisely how thermalization breaks down going into the MBL phase. To that end we ask: how do the transport and relaxation dynamics slow down and stop at the MBL transition? In other words, how does transport (e.g., of energy) cease on scales L ξ as the transition is approached from the thermal side? Deep in the thermal regime at weak disorder, we generically expect diffusive relaxation τ (L) ∼ DL 2 . One natural guess (confirmed, e.g., at non-interacting localization transitions in 3D) is that the diffusion constant decreases as a universal function D ? = D(L/ξ) as the transition is approached. Instead, RG treatments [77, 91] and ED simulations [81, 82, 105] observe something very different: near the transition the relaxation is never diffusive, but rather scales like τ (L) ∼ L z with z > 2. Moreover, the dynamical exponent z continuously evolves as a function of disorder, diverging in a universal manner at criticality,
where c O is a non-universal number that depends on the observable O that is relaxing to equilibrium. Different observables (e.g. energy, entanglement, particle imbalance [93] , etc.) may exhibit distinct dynamical critical exponents z O , but all these diverge with the same universal power law as the transition is approached. The origin of this unusual sub-diffusive dynamics lies in the rare insulating regions that can bottleneck processes relevant to relaxation and transport [77, 81, 91, 106] . To see how this works in d = 1, consider a locally insulating region of size r within a thermal system. On the thermal side of the transition, it is very unlikely that such a region will be very large: on general grounds we expect the probability of finding such a region to scale as e −r/ξ , where ξ is the correlation length. Although exponentially rare, such regions also take an exponentially long time relax or for energy or other conserved quantities to tunnel through: the relevant time scales as τ (r) ∼ e r/x O , where x O is the tunneling length for an observable O (which is in general different for different observables). Hence, the expected time for such a region to relax to thermal equilibrium (or for observables to tunnel through it) diverges whenever ξ > x O , as inevitably happens near the transition, where ξ itself diverges. In summary, sufficiently near the transition, the time to transport conserved quantities across (or relax to equilibrium) a system of size L ξ is dominated by the largest insulating bottleneck found in that system. The size of the bottleneck generically scales as r * ∼ ξ log L/ξ, and the relevant tunneling time scales as
Recalling that the correlation length diverges as ξ ∼ |W − W c | −ν then explains Eq. 14. Interestingly, as was first pointed out in [77] , subdif-
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Infinite system (Eigenstate properties) fusive dynamics can also be observed in the relaxation of non-thermal initial conditions, such as the particleimbalance, I, measured in experiments of Schreiber et al. [93] . Namely, while a non-thermal initial condition rapidly relaxes to its thermal in locally thermal regions, it persists out of equilibrium in locally MBL regions for a time that is exponentially long in the size of the insulating inclusion. Then, the residual imbalance after a long time t is given by the fraction of the system whose local relaxation times are longer than t [77] ,
This power-law temporal decay of non-thermal initial conditions is a natural way to observe the subdiffusive near-critical dynamics in cold atom settings, where it is typically not possible to measure conductivities. We also note that these rare insulating region effects lead to vanishing DC conductivity in a finite regime near the phase transition, even in the thermal phase of a 1D system. We remark that this has been debated in the recent literature [107] [108] [109] -see also [110, 111] for recent reviews in the same special issue. Whether a d = 1 disordered system can ever have finite conductivity (i.e., if z ever reaches 2) also remains an open question [105, 112, 113] . The above discussion of rare regions suggests that subdiffusion gives way to diffusion below a critical disorder strength, once ξ < x O -we note that this does not require a phase transition with emergent scale invariance, only an extinguishing of rare-region effectse.g. quantities unrelated to O will not usually exhibit singular behavior across this disorder value. On the other hand, variational studies [112] seem to find subdiffusive behavior even in very clean 1D wires.
In d > 1, such rare region effects cannot have as significant an impact [114] in transport, as particles can simply avoid the locally insulating regions rather than tunneling through them. Similarly, subdiffusion is expected to be absent in relaxation dynamics, since an insulating block of linear size r ξ occurs with probability ∼ e −(r/ξ) d but a relaxing local quantity only requires time ∼ e r to tunnel to the boundary, such that the contribution of rare regions is negligible for dimension d > 1.
Discontinuities in static quantities
Despite our claim that the MBL transition represents an entirely new form of criticality, so far, its scaling properties all appear rather conventional. The continuously evolving subdiffusion exponents are unusual for clean systems, but such behavior occurs due to Griffiths effects near disordered equilibrium critical points -a famous example being particle-hole symmetry (de)localization in 1D [115] . In this section we would like to close our discussion by focusing on a very unusual aspect of the MBL transition, that as far as we are aware is unique to it. We emphasize that the following discussion is more speculative, and follows the recent work [99] .
Specifically, we focus on the following fact: whereas finite-size or finite-time scaling properties follow conventional critical scaling within the critical fan defined by lengths L < ξ (or times t < e ξ ), in an infinite system, the asymptotic long-time properties jump discontinuously across the transition. To see that this must be so, note that an infinite thermal system acts as its own bath, and fully thermalizes all subsystems regardless of their size or local disorder strength. Hence, as soon as W < W c the long-time properties of an infinite system will look completely thermal on all scales, even those much shorter than the correlation length ξ (this was proved in [116] using subadditivity, but is intuitively clear from the above argument). For a conventional critical point, measurements on length scales r ξ reflect the critical behavior rather than that of the surrounding phases, since the system "cannot tell" on which side of the critical point it lies until r ξ. If the MBL transition followed this conventional scaling behavior this would suggest [116] that the MBL system looked fully thermal on scales up to ξ even on the MBL side of the transition, W > W c . However, we will see that this conventional scaling intuition almost certainly fails to describe the MBL transition [99] , likely invalidating the conclusions of Ref. [116] . A different perspective, that should be clear from the previous discussions, is that one cannot hope to stack together large (recall that ξ can be made arbitrarily big), locally thermal blocks (i.e. with g 1) and obtain an overall MBL phase. Specifically, to obtain an MBL phase, thermal blocks of size ξ must be surrounded by large insulating regions to prevent the entire system from thermalizing. Hence local measurements of long time quantities for W < W c will include contributions from both locally thermal and insulating regimes, and will not be thermal on average, even for scales ξ. This discontinuous behavior will be manifest in all static long-time properties. For example in an infinite system, the volume law coefficient of (disorder averaged) eigenstate entanglement will jump from the fully thermal value for W < W c to a sub-thermal value for W > W c , even for intervals much shorter than ξ. Numerical evidence for such a discontinuous jump was obtained in ED simulations of [99] . Moreover, the long-time memory of non-thermal initial conditions (e.g. the density imbalance measured experimentally by Schreiber et al. [93] ) will also drop from a finite value for W > W c to zero for W < W c . This discontinuous behavior of static quantities is unprecedented in conventional phase transitions, for which local observables are always independent of system size: in particular, they cannot "tell" which side of the critical point the system is on when measured on lengthscales r ξ. Then, one typically writes the universal scaling form of correlation functions in the simpler form: C(r, L) = r −2∆ f (r/ξ, L/ξ), rather than the more complicated form of Eq. 12 necessary for the MBL transition [100] . (Recall that Eq. 12 is sensitive to the sign of its second argument, reflecting distinct thermodynamic scaling limits on either side of the transition.) This unusual behavior of the MBL transition makes it dangerous to straightforwardly apply scaling intuition drawn from experience with conventional critical points. We stress, however, that all finite-time dynamical measurements will exhibit continuous scaling across the critical fan, even in an infinite system. This can be understood from Lieb-Robinson causality constraints [117] that prevent local dynamics from "knowing" whether the system will eventually be thermal or not on long length-and time-scales.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have discussed the nature of different types of eigenstate (dynamical) phase transitions in non-ergodic strongly disordered systems. We have described transitions from distinct MBL phases (and related critical phases) using a strong-disorder renormalization group approach, and argued that they exhibit logarithmic scaling of entanglement in highly excited states and glassy critical dynamics. Remarkably, such systems have eigenstates with properties akin to T = 0 quantum critical groundstates, and exemplify how universality might emerge at infinite temperature in non-ergodic systems.
We have also reviewed a physical picture of the MBL transition that emerges from phenomenological renormalization group and exact diagonalization studies, which together give a reasonably full account of the general scaling structure of the 1D MBL transition at infinite temperature. Delocalization occurs via a direct continuous transition to the thermal regime, governed by a single diverging lengthscale ξ ∼ |W − W c | −ν . While different approaches give different estimates of ν, general consistency with Harris-Chayes bounds [89] requires ν ≥ 2, which is found by RG approaches but not ED, likely due to system size limitations. The dynamics of the 1D MBL transition exhibit a critical slowing down characterized by a set of unusual, continuously evolving dynamical exponents z; while, observable-specific and non-univeral, all these diverge at the MBL transition in universal fashion, z ∼ ξ. Notably, the static (infinite-time) scaling properties of the MBL transition must display a non-local dependence on system size, resulting in a discontinuity in the eigenstate properties (e.g. entanglement) across the transition, in contrast to the continuous scaling in finite-size statics and finite-time dynamics.
Perhaps the most important future goal is to gain experimental insight into the scaling properties of such dynamical (eigenstate) transitions in cold atom systems, to test this theoretical understanding in an unbiased fashion. This promises access to larger systems than can be tackled by theory, but will require advances to increase experimental lifetimes to probe the universal aspects of long-time dynamics.
On the theory side, a number of basic questions also remain. For example, there are many different types of equilibrium localization transitions, each with distinct scaling properties based on symmetry and dimensionality. Are there similarly multiple universality classes of MBL transitions, and if so, what parameters affect scaling behavior as opposed to being irrelevant perturbations? Are 2D localized systems, or partially-MBL systems with mobility edges (see however [78, 118] We leave the reader to ponder these largely unexplored or unsatisfactorily resolved questions as inspiration for future work.
